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Aum
Shri Param Krupalu Devay Namah
GYF Satsang - Rich or Wealthy

Model Answer Paper Marks: 25

While checking the paper, follow the points given here. Multiple options have been given to make it
easy to check. Marks can be given if any of the options is written, or if its essence is captured in the
answer.

(I) Fill in the blanks. Marks: 5
Give ½ mark for each correct answer.

1. (a) wellness / health (b) illness

2. (a) plan (b) planning / plan

3. (a) mentality (b) reality

4. (a) applause (b) cause

5. (a) Plato (b) self

(II) Identify the tip given by Pujya Gurudevshri and which wealth will increase due to it. Marks: 5
Give ½ mark for each correct answer.

1. (a) Diet (b) Health

2. (a) Micro adventures (b) Adventure

3. (a) Read / associate / coach (b) Economic

4. (a) Travel / Explore (b) Adventure

5. (a) Journaling (b) Internal

(III) Write true or false. Give reason if false. Marks: 5
Give one mark for each correct answer.
If False is written, but reason is not written or incorrect reason is written – give 0 marks.
For True, no reason is expected.

1. False. It is the gap between what we present to the world and what we truly are.

2. False. Both quality and quantity are important.

3. False. The tragedy of life is allowing something to die within while living.

4. False. Taking risks is the highway to success. / Taking risks is not a sureshot highway to failure. / One
needs to take calculated risks in order to succeed. / If one does not take risks, he will not succeed.

5. False. Pujya Gurudevshri told us to respect all elders, even if they are not perfect. / No one is perfect.
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(IV) Write only the message (parmarth) of each of these examples. Marks: 5
Give one mark for each correct answer.

1. All our happiness and sorrow comes not from situations, but from how we process situations. / It
comes from how we explain a situation to ourselves. / How we explain a situation to ourselves is most
important. / We can choose how to respond to any situation.

2. We should not deviate from our nature of peace, love and compassion in any situation. / We should
stick to our nature.

3. It takes time - effort to erase old habits and cultivate new habits. / Anything is hard before it becomes
easy.

4. A feeling of love and bonding is very important in our family wealth. / A good family life is very
important.

5. We are so busy that we have never stopped to think whether the values we are operating under are
the right values. / We should keep checking whether we are heading towards the right destination.

(V) Answer in one sentence. Marks: 5

1. Rich - Having lots of money / good bank balance / in economic terms. - ½ mark

Wealthy - Rich by heart / happy / living an extraordinary life / making a difference in the world /
comes down to what things we have put values in and whether our life is aligned to those values /
experiencing the joy of living / whether we are doing well in all six dimensions. - ½ mark

2. 1) How much inner potential we have materialised. - ½ mark
2) How many lives we have touched. - ½ mark

3. Family wealth - There is a deep yearning for love - belongingness in every human being. - ½ mark
Adventure wealth - There is a hunger for novelty in every human being. - ½ mark

4. What we think, expands. - 1 mark

5. Small unnoticed acts of kindness give immense joy. - 1 mark

* * *


